
Introduction
Cartographers traditionally use their skills to produce

maps of various types, fit for numerous purposes, e.g. road
(navigation) maps differ markedly from maps produced
for walkers or nautical charts for coastal shipping. Modern
technology also means that many maps now appear as
computer generated images, offered to the user on
computer displays with varying degrees of resolution,
including small hand-held devices. This raises issues on
how well the map is ultimately delivered to the user while
remaining fit for purpose, an important legal issue in the
consumer product and information markets. More
widespread use of digital data sources from which maps
are compiled means that the underlying spatial data
presented to the user may have been derived from multiple
sources with different data formats, from different owners
and made available under different intellectual property
(IP) regimes. Thus, the maps produced by professional
cartographers are governed by intellectual property law,
including traditional copyright and the newer database
rights protecting digital databases, as well as product
liability law.

Another information policy issue that may affect
cartographers concerns data charging regimes for
exploitation rights to geospatial data, especially that which
is collected and made available by government agencies.
This latter issue has led to fierce and heated debate
globally over whether, and how much, geospatial data
collected by various levels of government should be made
not only freely available, but freely exploitable as well,
especially commercially. Since as much as 80% of the data
held by government is said to be geospatial in nature, then
implementation of new European Union-wide regulations
on exploitation rights to public sector information is
another topic currently driving numerous debates in the
geospatial information community.

Finally, what issues are involved regarding creation
of maps by those with little or no geographic or
cartographic training, knowledge, experience or expertise,
now made possible by numerous inexpensive or freely
available desk-top map making software packages and
digital geodata sources? These are just some of the issues
that the author would like professional cartographers to
consider as they review this paper.

Maps versus Geodata
How does geodata differ from a map? Basically, a

map, including a nautical chart, is one specific visual
representation of a set of geospatial data values, as
interpreted by the cartographer in relation to the purpose
for which the map is being created. How does a map differ
from a satellite or aerial image of a view of the earth?
Typically, a map is a representation or interpretation of the
topography and natural and manmade artefacts on the
surface of the earth, as opposed to the true-life
representation contained in the image. What about maps
that underpin other geospatial data products or services, in
which the map itself is only one part of the whole product
or service?

Before discussing policy issues about ‘geodata’, we
should try to be clear on what the term means, i.e. what
sort of data are we talking about?  Geographic information
(GI), spatial data, geospatial data, geodata are all terms
used to describe data that has a location attribute, i.e. data
that describes an object or event or concept that can be
allocated a geographic location, often accompanied by a
temporal attribute, i.e. “when”. Traditionally, GI has
referred to topographic data, i.e. the data used to create the
maps with which we are all accustomed, typically
describing landscape features, e.g. roads, rivers, location
of forests, buildings, etc. Cartographers create such maps
(images), including nautical charts, typically using data
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collected by another specialist industry, i.e. surveyors, who
assign the location attribute to the data. Software also
exists to help interpret and convert images of the earth into
conventional maps by first converting the analogue raster
image into its digital vector counterpart.

Today, much geospatial data exists not as maps
(images), but rather as digital databases used to create
maps under software control or to permit spatial analysis
of various types of data, e.g. investigating climate issues
by comparing the temperature attribute from individual
temperature readings to one another spatially, using their
location attribute. Prior to the advent of GIS (Geographic
Information Systems), such analyses were complicated,
time consuming and expensive to perform. This is a good
example of “geospatial data” where the temperature
attribute is actually of primary interest, but the location
attribute of that temperature is required to make
meaningful comparisons to other temperature readings. In
the past few years, the GIS software development
community has recognised that ‘time’ is an important
attribute, i.e. when was the temperature reading taken,
which their analytical software must also now
accommodate. These temporal analysis features are being
slowly introduced to mainstream GIS toolsets.

Understanding the difference between ‘maps’ and
‘geodata’ is not difficult for geographic information
professionals, including cartographers. However, policy is
made by politicians, not geographers and cartographers.
Conveying the message to primary decision makers that
“geodata is more than just maps”, especially to often “GI
illiterate” government politicians, is an uphill struggle, but
one that is key to developing and implementing national
policies that enhance and encourage wider use of
geospatial data as opposed to policies that further constrain
or discourage such use, especially for citizens but also for
commercial ventures.

Geodata Ownership Issues for Businesses,
Government and Citizens

No one questions the right of commercial firms and
information product developers to sell their products and
services to any buyer, whether a citizen, another business
or to government agencies. That is what business is all
about. Such ventures have used their own resources,
human and monetary, typically to collect new data or to
add value to existing data. The existing data may have
been available for free, i.e. in the public domain, as is the
case for most (not all) federally collected GI in the USA,
or bought or licensed from other data owners, including
government, as input (raw material) to the commercial
information product development work. We live in a
society that permits, expects and actively encourages such
commercial ventures to be rewarded, financially, for their
work, which generates employment and tax revenues, and
provides products and services to serve us all. Of course,
commercial products and services are also governed by
commercial law, consumer law, IP law, trading standards,
etc.

A major debate in Europe concerns access to, and
exploitation of, GI collected by government departments
in the course of fulfilling their many different mandates to
govern. Numerous regional (trans-national) Directives
(pan-European, from the EU Institutions) and international
conventions (Aarhus 1998) have been created that specify
different access rules for different types of GI, especially
in regard to environmental information (Longhorn, 2002).
Some require that access to such data be made available to
everyone, not even requiring that the seeker of information
need to say why he/she is interested. Some regulations
relate to accessing “information” (both databases and
reports), others to “documents” (which may or may not
include databases) and others to “data”. The guiding
principle of these Directives and conventions is that as
much information/data should be made as freely available
as possible for citizens, businesses and branches of
government other than the original data collectors/owners,
in order to help us better understand our environment,
govern ourselves, participate in such governance (as
citizens) and generally improve quality of life at all levels.

There is now an ever-increasing practice for
government departments to charge users, e.g. citizens,
businesses, other government departments, for access to,
or exploitation of, their data holdings, a practice labelled
‘cost recovery’. While this appears to contravene the
general principle of encouraging ever wider access to
government held data, there is another side to the ‘cost
recovery’ debate that contends such practices lead to much
better data collection and maintenance initiatives, leading
to generally better geospatial databases than exist in “free
for all” societies. The debate continues today and will not
be resolved anytime soon, as many of the European-based
Directives regulating access to government data also
permit government departments to charge for such
services or data if it their current practice to do so.

Only recently has the technology arrived at costs
affordable by normal citizens to permit them to enter into
the geospatial data production chain, leading to such
initiatives as the Open Street Map project and other “free
map” projects. Anyone can, and is encouraged to,
contribute geospatial data collected using a GPS-based
system to record the location attribute of objects or events
in their environment. The intention of these citizen-led
initiatives is that the results will be made freely available,
at no cost, typically via the Web. The future of such
“citizen-based mapping” (CBM) is being determined
today and may hinge on three things. Firstly, how many
data collectors can be encouraged to participate using
some form of standard data capture and recording
technology? Secondly, how accurate will the resulting data
be, so that it encourages others to use it and perhaps begin
to contribute their own data? Finally, how comprehensive
will such datasets be and/or how long will it take for entire
geographical regions to be covered by such open mapping
initiatives, whether the target area is a specific park, a
village, a town, a city, or a “thematic area”, e.g. “all
woodlands in Bedfordshire where one finds tawny owls”?
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Lack of completeness in a geospatial dataset is a
negative incentive for such datasets to be widely used.
From personal experience, we all know how annoying it is
to look for something or someplace we wish to visit, only
to find the data missing. The reaction is to locate another,
more complete data source, which we will, in most cases,
continue to use in the future. There is a “chicken and egg”
implementation barrier to be overcome in CBM initiatives,
which only perseverance and dedication of data collectors
will resolve for any one initiative. Thus, the ability to link
such initiatives, by using common data standards, data
capture and representation tools, and the other elements of
an information infrastructure becomes of paramount
importance for all such initiatives, collectively.

Data Policies and Information Value
Ownership, custodianship, access rights and

exploitation rights are four elements of information
infrastructure which are often interrelated at both policy
and legal levels. Ownership and custodianship should not
be confused, although in many cases the same organisation
is both owner and custodian for the information in
question. In the USA, for example, most federally
collected data is officially in the public domain, i.e. no one
can claim ownership. Yet the agency that collected that
data is typically the designated custodian of the
information, with de jure or de facto rights and
responsibilities in regard to information collection,
maintenance and dissemination.

Regardless of why information may have been
collected by a government agency (public sector
information - PSI) in the course of fulfilling its legal
mandates, few people or other organisations are interested
in accessing information that has no perceived value for
their own purposes. Fewer still would be interested in
exploiting such data, unless they could add value to it and
then re-use the data either for their own (private) purposes
or commercially. One problem in regard to making public
sector information more widely available for either non-
commercial or commercial exploitation is deciding what
the value of the information is, especially where charging
(cost-recovery) regimes are in place in government
agencies. In such cases, do you charge a nominal fee,
perhaps to recover cost of distribution only, a common
practice for much government public domain data, or do
you charge a more market-oriented fee? Who sets that fee
and for what purpose, i.e. to recover some level of
operational costs (up to full cost recovery) or even to make
a ‘profit’ (for reinvestment in the agency)? If fees are set
too high, will otherwise potentially valuable data be less
well distributed to and used by those outside the original
collecting organisation? This would be detrimental if you
accept the premise that the value of any data is increased
by its widest possible use, whereas data that is not used has
little value at all. Perhaps the real debate is not just about
who charges for what data, and how much, but rather
should governments be trying to ensure the widest possible
use of the data they collect?

Government Information Cost Recovery
Regimes

There are two seemingly opposed schools regarding
charging for public sector information. In the USA, for
example, the federal government does not claim copyright
or place any re-use restrictions for most data collected by
federal agencies or paid for with federal funds. This is
guaranteed under the USA Freedom of Information Act
(USA 1966), although there are 12 exceptions in the Act
regarding specific types of government data that is not
automatically placed in the public domain by the Act. The
US FOI Act has been held up to the world as an example
of enlightened government information policy, yet many
agencies that collect large volumes of geospatial data, e.g.
USGS, NASA, NOAA, continue to face budgetary
limitations on how much data they can collect, update and
maintain, since they generate no revenue from distribution
of their data holdings beyond direct cost of dissemination).

In the United Kingdom, all data collected by the
national government enjoys Crown Copyright, i.e. it is not
automatically in the public domain, as in the USA. Access
to PSI is governed by the Freedom of Information Act
2000 (UK 2000) as well as statutes enacted in 2005 (UK
2005) to implement the European Union’s Directive on re-
use of public sector information (Commission 2003). The
UK FOI Act provides for access to government
information, but not to its further commercial exploitation.
Exploitation is governed by the statutory instrument of
2005, but the regulations do not apply to the many UK
government agencies that act as ‘trading funds’.

Such agencies are required by the UK Treasury to
recover some portion of their operational costs by selling
the information that they collect at prices that can reflect
more than the cost of distribution. Many such agencies
must recover all their costs, as well as provide a small
return on investment to the government. Key geospatial
data collecting agencies in this category include the UK
Meteorological Office, the UK Hydrographic Office and
Ordnance Survey GB. Such trading funds are expected to
“pay their own way”, which they do typically by licensing
data, not selling it, under terms that vary, dependent upon
the agency, customer and intended use or re-use. Except
where prohibited by law, as in the USA, there is a trend
among other countries, not only in Europe, but globally, to
adopt similar cost recovery regimes to one extent or
another.

Access to PSI, the Information Market and
Data Quality Issues

Much has been written about the impact of the
Freedom of Information Act in the USA on both the
development of the geospatial information market, e.g.
size, economic value, contribution to US economy, etc.,
and to the ability of citizens to know more about the
quality of governance they are receiving. The Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA), Title 5 of the United States Code,
section 552 (USA 1966) was enacted in 1966 and states
that any person (without needing to provide a reason) has
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the right to request access to federal agency records or
information. All agencies of the United States government
are required to disclose records upon receiving a written
request for them, except for those records that are
protected from disclosure by the nine exemptions and
three exclusions of the FOIA. This right of access is
enforceable in court. The FOIA does not provide access to
state or local government agency records, documents or
data, or to that held by private businesses or individuals.
All states have their own statutes governing public access
to state and local records and these are not necessarily
harmonised across the states of the USA. Some states
actually have statutes requiring that geographic
information or GI systems and services are charged to
users at anything up to commercial rates.

In the USA, the Privacy Act of 1974 set certain
exemptions to provision of federally collected data, where
such provision might intrude on the privacy of individuals.
Formal rules for the making of FOIA requests for
information to the Justice Department are set out in
Chapter 16 of Volume 28 of the Code of Federal
Regulations. The procedures are quite straightforward and
have a long history of operation. Later amendments and
updates to the original 1966 Act require that all agencies
must make certain types of records, created by a federal
agency on or after November 1, 1996, to be made available
electronically. This is a statutory requirement (i.e. enforced
by law). Fees can be charged for making information
available under the FOI Act, but are always limited to
“cost of reproduction” only. In the case of information
made available via the Internet, this is typically at zero
cost, unless special processing costs were incurred in
satisfying the request. For example, you might enjoy
totally free access to raw satellite imagery from a US
environmental satellite, but be charged some (usually
small) fee for the same data processed into a form suitable
for immediate use in a GIS system. Typically, the value
adding operations are performed by commercial
businesses that have grown up around the ability to access
government information for free, performing special
operations on that data and/or incorporating it into other
information products and services that they sell or license
to generate revenues – and employment and taxes to
government. This is how the US government partially
justifies making such information freely available. They
believe that the tax revenues generated by value adding
commercial concerns more than covers the cost of
producing and distributing the information in the first
place.

Federal versus Local Government Data
Note that in the USA, the FOIA applies only to

federal data. There is no legal requirement for either state
or local government agencies to make their data,
geospatial or otherwise, available and fully exploitable for
free, although most states do have freedom of information
access legislation regarding access (only) to state-held

data. The following is an extract from geospatial data cost-
benefit analysis report from the US state of Ohio (Davis
1999):

“Approaches to funding state spatial data
development and coordination vary significantly.
However, one point that was very clear was the use
of multiple funding sources by the majority of states
to support their efforts. The majority of states have a
primary funding source augmented with several
other secondary sources in support of spatial data
development and coordination.

The funding sources that were reported demonstrate
a reliance on general funds, contract services, grants
(primarily federal agency grants), and levied or
voluntary agency assessments presented in the order
of use. Additional sources being used are mission
driven funding, such as E-911 legislated dollars, and,
in some cases, dedicated funding, such as an increase
in conveyance fees at the local level. Only two states
rely solely on the General Revenue Fund, and one
state relies exclusively on agency assessments and
contacts to support spatial data development and
coordination.

A few states (15) have successfully used capital
funding to support their efforts, but a significant
amount of education was required for state budget
personnel. In these states, the funding has been used
to pursue framework base map development
consistent with the National Spatial Data
Infrastructure (NSDI). These capital fund initiatives
have also been used successfully to leverage federal
funding assistance. Other participating states pointed
out that specific state statutes prohibit the use of
capital funds to support information technology
development. It was noted that local government has
been more successful at using capital funds to
support spatial data initiatives than state government.
However, the use of capital funds continues to be
argued in many states and may be necessary to fully
support spatial data development in the future.

Several states have established dedicated accounts or
trust funds that allow funding to be carried across the
end of a fiscal year. This approach, like capital
funding, ensures much needed funding continuity for
major spatial data collection and management
initiatives that span several years.

These 15 states and many others have successful
programs because they have a maintained, stable,
and reliable funding level. This has been key to the
development of their spatial data management and
GIS coordination programs.”

By contrast, in the UK, the UK Statutory Instrument
(UK 2005) implementing the EU’s re-use of public sector
information Directive applies to all levels of government.
A recent study (IDeA 2005) found that local government
councils, in complying with the Freedom of Information
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(FoI) Act 2000, were paying an average of £UK 339 to
process each transaction request. This gives an indication
of the true cost of implementing FoI principles at local
government level.

The Charging Debate Globally - Benefits and
Disbenefits

In August 2005, the Geospatial Information &
Technology Association published a white paper on
charging for GI (GITA 2005), covering practices in several
countries, including the USA, Canada, Brazil, Australia,
India, Japan and the UK, which found that:

“Giving away map data has helped society at large
and the commercial industry in particular.”

“Access to basic map data has cultivated an entire
industry of private-sector value-added firms”.

“… making data freely available has forced
government agencies and industry organizations to
develop data standards, which ultimately fosters
more widespread sharing and use of geospatial data.”

What do many in this debate consider to be “bad”
about cost recovery? Reasons given include:

• The taxpayer (citizen or corporation) has already
paid (but this does not apply to UK style trading
funds, which do not use taxpayers’ money to cover
their costs).

• The cost to collect revenue (sales and marketing
staff) and to protect revenue source (lawyers) is high
and (perhaps) unnecessary - and difficult to quantify
for trading funds.

• Information economics proposes that the greatest
value from information, which can be infinitely
consumed without loss, comes from encouraging its
widest use – by citizens, by value-adders, by
government.

• It is alleged that citizens who have free access to all
government-held information are “better” citizens,
although this enters into ongoing e-governance
debates and is not yet fully proven.

The question is then, is there ever a reason for
charging for public sector GI? Possible answers include:

• Charging can reveal users’ real information needs -
or at least the value of certain information as
perceived by different users for different purposes.
This principle is used in the data dissemination and
exploitation policy of the European Space Agency
for satellite imagery made available from ESA, even
though they do not charge full cost recovery fees for
access to such data.

• Charging conveys some power, via consumer rights
legislation, to customers – but only if vendors

respond and are not ‘protected’ by other means.

• Charging does reduce the overall tax load to
Treasury - but does a £120 million ‘saving’ in the
case of Ordnance Survey GB equate to the £100
billion claimed “benefit” to ‘UK plc’ (OXERA
1999)?

Finally, the question of whether or not we should
ever charge for public sector GI raises further questions, as
yet unanswered in the debate:

• Is it more ethical that all taxpayers should pay for
government GI (if funded from general tax revenues)
when not all taxpayers use it or benefit from it
equally, e.g. citizens v. businesses, ‘connected’
citizens versus ‘disenfranchised’ citizens?

• If users do contribute something to the cost of
collecting GI, does government respond better?

• Does charging encourage competition?

• What about monopolistic positions for specific types
of information provision enjoyed by many
government agencies and means for oversight to
prevent abuse of these positions?

What has been the impact of charging for
government GI in the UK for the past 20 years?

• UK has some of the best topographic mapping,
hydrographic charting and weather/climate
modelling data in the world - and the most highly
digitised data bases for producing new products and
services in all three areas – partly because the
primary data collection agencies (OS GB, UK HO,
Met Office) are not totally dependent upon annual
budgets decided by Treasury (i.e. politicians).

• Friction occurs when data from various sources is
integrated to create innovative, new or mandatory
information products or services, e.g.

– environmental data - if displayed on OS map
backgrounds,

– Met Office weather data – used by private
weather services for specialised daily forecasts,
such as for sports events, transport planning,
agricultural services).

• This is especially true if the resulting value added
product is supposed to be distributed freely or would
benefit society most if it were distributed freely or at
very low cost.

• Information needed by citizens, and which it is there
right to demand in order to be “good citizens”, e.g.
awareness of environmental issues, informed
participation in local political decisions, may depend
upon original data from multiple agencies with quite
different data access and exploitation policies, which
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is then integrated to produce the final product or
service, for example OS GB operating as a full cost-
recovery ‘trading fund’ versus Environment Agency
or National Statistical Office ‘free access’ data.

• This is further complicated where businesses,
perhaps with specialist expertise unavailable to
government agencies, create the final
product/service – tight financial control of primary
data sources offers them less flexibility in pricing the
final product/service to their customers.

• Licensing terms of the primary data become all
important.

How might the public benefit most? In the UK,
trading fund revenues of around £350 million per annum
(for all trading funds) reduces the national tax burden by
this amount. Yet much wider use of government data itself,
delivered directly by government or from lower-priced
products and services created by third parties allowed to
exploit free (or very low cost) government data could
produce much greater value for use of that information. Is
there a business model in between full cost recovery as
practiced by trading funds and free exploitation rights as
directed in the EU Directive?

What are the potential disbenefits? Different
government agencies using sometimes radically different
data access policies simply confuses matters when
attempting to use combined data resources, especially in
delivering e-Government promises, e.g. for ‘joined up’
government, citizen participation in eGovernance decision
making, etc. This applies to those government agencies
trying to use “protected” data from other agencies, as well
as to third-party (commercial) product/service value-
adders and not-for-profit organisations.

The Resolution to the Debate?
If one looks at the current debate dispassionately, and

examines the various proponents’ arguments objectively,
not emotionally, it becomes more obvious that this is not a
simple “charge versus not charge” debate. We need to de-
polarize the debate - look for evidence-based answers, not
simply more rhetoric (Longhorn and Blakemore, 2004).
Both charging for data and not charging for data have
benefits and disbenefits. What is best for one government,
society and information culture may not be best for all, e.g.
developing versus developed nations. In an ideal world,
each society would decide for itself. But we live in a world
governed by politicians and finite budgets and promised
tax cuts and more, where society’s vote is not always
listened to and arguments, pro and con, go unheeded. No
one should be permitted to claim “my viewpoint is best or
better than yours” without producing the evidence, e.g. by
quoting evidence-based, peer-reviewed studies; actual
facts from published budgets or annual reports, etc. Simply
stating your viewpoint more loudly and more often that the
opposing viewpoint should not count in a reasoned, logical
debate. Yet this is exactly what we see happening time and

again in the “charge versus not charge for GI” debate
today.
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